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Abstract

k) denote the l1um ber of
In this paper it is
that:
fixed k

:~,

ii) for every fixed k

1,

n!
where
with

D(n;d=n

of order nand diam-

k:):Sn!

(n) are polynomials of degree k 1 in n
coefficients depending only on k.
c;o:rres1)(:m(img results for undirected graphs given in [2].

1
of a vertex :r is the number of vertices of CJ that
d- (x) is the number of vertices of G ~UII~~'~HU
connected digraph CJ the distance d( x, y) from vertex x to
of a shortest
of the form (x, ... ,y). The
of a
y). The diameter of
denoted d( G) is equal to
y) if (1 is strongly connected and 00 otherwise.
nr1PO'l'PP
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Now suppose that
{ . ,n} and denote
vertex set {I, ... , n} such that d( i, j)
denote the number of
G of order

we
k,
Bo11obas

the material
in
routine to show that almost
Let

where

711

+ ... + rLk

nand

ni

it is

k and

1 for

LU~J"V"l'-.

This
number of U'>,~LU,pLJL""
behavior was deduced in

formula for the
Its

00.

have

Lemrna 1.1 For every k

+ o(l)t·
The
section.

of the theorems

lemmas will be

Lemma 1.2 The number of
(A n B = 0, JAJ = p,
q) such that d--(x) 2: 1
aTe di7'ccted fTom A iOW(JTds B - l ) Q .

Proof: Since each vertex in B must have
there are 2P 1 choices for the
vertex in
B. Thus there are (2 P - l)Q choices for the

in the next

B
sets an
and all

x E

from some
to any
111
to the set of q vertices in

o

B.
Lemma 1.3 The following

p/H.ni1',r ••

holds:
-----=00.

Proof: A straightforward

"''',rnr,,,t',,,t,r.r'

leads to

for every 1 :::; i,j :s: nand i -::J j. Indeed, since dCi,j) 2: 3 we deduce that (i,j) rt
and for every vertex k -::J 'i, j, if (i, k) E E( G) then (k, j) rt E( G). This implies
that for every fixed choice of the sub digraph induced by {i, j} (and this can be done
in exactly two ways), then for every k :::j:. i, j the sub digraph induced by {i, j, k} can
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induced by n 2 vertices different from
the formula follows.
(i) nl and d- (J) 17,2 is equal to

be chosen in

To
this formula let
it follows that I
and the directed
in {I, ... ,

implies that X n Y = 0
c) vertices
X U Y in a part and vertices in
be chosen in

b) vertices in

III

{I, ... ,

j to Y; g) Y to
h) j to i;
U Yu {i,j}); k) j to X and

ways. Also the directed
from: e)
U {i,
to i; j) j to
1) Y to i,
be chosen in 2n1 +n2+ n l n2"tl
I t follows that for every :s; i < j

i) {I, .. , n} \ (X u

n-2

k=O

We have
write

+

<
d

D(n; d

ways.
have

(n -

(1

+

k
because

:s;

~ for every k

2: 1. We can

= :3)
~

:3)

and the proof follows.

0
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2
k

Theore:m 2.1 For every

:3 we have

(3
Proof: If k

Lemma 1.3 and also
. 2( n)-l-(n-2)
2'
2
for

D(n; d

~

every i

=I j and

:3)

Let k

V1(x)U . . U
is a partition of V(G)\{x}, where \Ii(x)
and d(x,y)
i} for
o :::; i k. It follows that there directed
towards all vertices of V1 (x).
for every 2
k and any
E
there exists a directed
edge (t,
where t
(x). Let ni
dw number of vertices in\li(x), 1 i:::; k.
By Lernma 1.2 we

I V( G)

{1, ... ,n} and

k}1
k

n-l
"1 + ... +nk",n-l

(

nl,""

nl,.··,nk2::1

f(n

1; nl, .. . ,

nl + ... +nk=n-l
nl, ... ,nk2:: 1

because

One obtains

2) f (n 1,k)

n
( k-l

nl+···+nk
nl, ... ,nk2:: 1

the number of compositions n -1 = nl +... + nk having k positive terms equals
. This implies that

I{ G I V(G)

{I, ... , n},ecc(x)

k}1

~ 2(;) (~= Df(n

1,k).

Hence

D(n;d=k) <

U
xE{l, ... ,n}

{G I V (G)

{I, ... , n} and ecc( x) = k} I

Lemma 1.1.
In order to show thf:
of order n and diameter
Let x {I, .. " n} be fixed vertex.

i)

shall

class of
Gl~:ral)ns

consider the

0 such that:

k'
\

ii) IV1(x)!
1) /3 J;

IVk(x)1
(x)1

for odd k, where =
a(n,
for even k, where r

(x)!
1; 1V,·(x)!
a(n,
k + 1)/31; IVr+2(X)1 =
I
(k-l)/2, and 11(x)1
IV2 (x)I··. = IVr(x)!
p(n,k);
I =
I
k/2 1, ... ",,,n,,>,""-"",,'\-",
(x) and

(:r) for odd k and
'_Uh,'~IH'U

where Vi(x)

IV) (c,

for even k, respec-

of diameter equal to 2;

{a}, V2 (x)

{b} and Vk(x) = {c}.

If 0 denotes a dlgrar:,h nr"rln "'''rI by this n,-,,,',->.rhl1ea it is easy to see that IV ( 0) I
n, ecc(x) k and d(O) = k,
diameter
to two as n
00, it
Since almost
N.n~,~~·,1-~,i in this way is asymptoticaUy equal to
follows that the number of

k),

8
denoting a

f(n

a( n, k) =

k),l"

k)

-- C; /3

=

"I).

+ c, we get

(n -1)!2(~)+(n(2a -1);3(2;3 _ 1)
a!,8!
(n - I)! 2t((a+;3)2- o+;3)
a!,8!
.

l;l, ... ,l,a,/3,l, .. ,1)

formula we find that (:~~t
Pk(n)n 1 / 2 3n . 2- 2n / 3 , where Pk(n) is a
(depending only on k) and
polynomial in n of fixed

where C > 0
to

a constant. Hence this number of digraphs is asymptotically equal

o
Theorem 2.2 The following inequalities

n!2(~)Sk-l(n):::; D(n;d

n-k):::; n!2(~)Rk_l(n)

hold for every fixed k ~ 1, where R k- 1 (n) and Sk-l (n) are polynomials of degree k-1
in n with positive leading coefficients depending only on k.
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Proof: If nl + .. +nn-k
to then the COJrrespc)n<1mg

almost all nl, .. ,
1 in the eX1DrE~SSlon
1, k) it follows that

1 for

f(1l-1,nl, .. ,

on k.

(n
on k.
I n order to prove the other

For every
Hamiltonian directed
vertices y will be
with the
All
in C contain directed
vertices in {I,. ,n}\X
directed
(u, v)
can be drawn in

J

n- k

k.

ways. It

We shall

are
appear in the same class
SIllce
:ri+d
E( G) but (y, Xi+l) E( G) for any
Now suppose that a digraph G1 built by starting from a Harniltonian
(Xl"'"
X n -k+l) coincides with a
Gz built from Hamiltonian path (Zll' .. ,
where
, ... ,
=f (Xl, ... ,Xn-k+d are distinct permutations of the set
:Cn-k+l}' We shall consider
two subcases: the first for Xl
Zl and the
second for Xl
Zl.
Case 1: Since Xl =f Zl there exists i
2 such that Xl = Zi. Because
(:rl,xZ),
,.,,(X n -k,X n -k+d,(x n -k+l,Xl),
,X2) E E(G 1 ) and (Zi,Zj) rf.
), where 1 :s: i < j
n - k + 1 and j > i + 2, it follows that Zi+l =
X2, Zi+Z
X3,·.·, Zn-k+l
Xn-k-i+Zl"" Zs = X n -k+l, where s < i. We deduce
that
,xz) = (zs, Zi+l)
E(G 2 ) where s ::; i-I, a contradiction.
Case 2: If Xl = Zl it follows that Zz
Xz, ... , Zn-k+l = X n -k+l which contradicts the hypothesis.
Since all digraphs generated in this way are pairwise distinct it follows that
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therefore D(n; d
k 1 in n with
Corollary 2.3

n

POT

k) 2:: n!

every

where Sk-l(n) is a polynomial of
coefficient depending only on k.

o

2 the following equalities hold:

.
----'----'---- = Z'/, m n -+ oo

D(n;d=n-k)
D(n; d = n - k

+ 1)

00.
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